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The Alliance
1988-08-01

it s 18 years after the nuclear holocaust and the end of civilization as we know it survivors are being relocated to a new society known as
the alliance it seems like a dream come true for many of the new citizens crime as well as harmful emotions such as anger and prejudice
have been eliminated because the alliance has computerized control over it s citizens from a computer chip that has been implanted in
everyone eric lloyd discovers the alliance s corrupt power structure and vows to destroy it but can one person change the world

The Alliance
1983

airline operations and management a management textbook presents a survey of the airline industry with a strong managerial perspective it
integrates and applies the fundamentals of several management disciplines particularly operations marketing economics and finance to
develop a comprehensive overview it also provides readers with a solid historical background and offers a global perspective of the
industry with examples drawn from airlines around the world updates for the second edition include fresh data and examples a range of
international case studies exploring real life applications new or increased coverage of key topics such as the covid 19 pandemic state aid
and new business models new chapters on fleet management and labor relations and hrm lecture slides for instructors this textbook is for
advanced undergraduate and graduate students of airline management but it should also be useful to entry and junior level airline managers
and professionals seeking to expand their knowledge of the industry beyond their functional area

Airline Operations and Management
2023-05-04

this is the first substantial study of british cinema s most neglected genre bringing together original work from some of the leading
writers on british popular film this book includes interviews with key directors mike hodges get carter and donald cammel performance it
discusses an abundance of films including acclaimed recent crime films such as shallow grave shopping and face early classics like they
made me a fugitive acknowledged classics such as brighton rock and the long good friday 50s seminal works including the lavender hill mob
and the ladykillers

British Crime Cinema
2005-07-27

in a view that sweeps from the tenth century to the mid 16th century this text shows how the english people s concern with their island s
relative isolation on the global map contributed to the emergence of a distinctive english national consciousness in which marginality came
to be seen as a virtue
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Voice of Youth Advocates
1984

a political movement rallies against underregulated banks widening gaps in wealth and gridlocked governments sound familiar more than a
century before occupy wall street the people s party of the 1890s was organizing for change they were the original source of the term
populism and a catalyst for the later progressive era and new deal historians wrote approvingly of the populists up into the 1950s but with
time and new voices led by historian richard hofstadter the populists were denigrated depicted as demagogic conspiratorial and even anti
semitic in a landmark study walter nugent set out to uncover the truth of populism focusing on the most prominent populist state kansas he
focused on primary sources looking at the small towns and farmers that were the foundation of the movement the result the tolerant
populists was the first book length source based analysis of the populists nugent s work sparked a movement to undo the historical
revisionism and ultimately found itself at the center of a controversy that has been called one of the bloodiest episodes in american
historiography this timely re release of the tolerant populists comes as the term finds new currency and new scorn in modern politics a
definitive work on populism it serves as a vivid example of the potential that political movements and popular opinion can have to change
history and affect our future

Official Bulletin of the International Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employees and Moving
Picture Machine Operators of the United States and Canada
1977

this new set of original case studies is designed to offer an empirical counterpart to cultural theory westview 1990 the landmark statement
of political culture theory authored by michael thompson richard ellis and aaron wildavsky and to extend and challenge the analysis
developed there here the theoretical concepts laid out in that book

Angels on the Edge of the World
2006

divthis ms studies class and race boundaries and interracial political coalitions in two significant 19th century social movements the
knights of labor and the populist movement div

The Tolerant Populists, Second Edition
2013-10-29

the book focuses on the relations between small states and alliances it is on why how and under what conditions states engage in alliances
what are the benefits and costs of alliances how are the benefits and costs of alliances allocated among their members what determines who
allies with whom can small states still pursue their own security interests within an alliance can they even become integral part of an
alliance scholars practitioners policy makers and advisors from several countries discuss these issues they address historical empirical
and theoretical topics and give policy recommendations
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Politics, Policy, And Culture
2019-06-04

globalization and armed conflict addresses one of the most important and controversial issues of our time does global economic integration
foster or suppress violent disputes within and between states here cutting edge research by leading figures in international relations
shows that expanding commercial ties between states pacifies some but not necessarily all political relationships the authors demonstrate
that the pacific effect of economic integration hinges on democratic structures the size of the global system the nature of the trade goods
and a reduced influence of the military on political decisions in sum this book demonstrates how important the still fragile capitalist
peace is

Books in Print
1994

traders and raiders the indigenous world of the colorado basin 1540 1859

Class and the Color Line
2007-10-24

in a victorian era german asylum seamstress agnes richter painstakingly stitched a mysterious autobiographical text into every inch of the
jacket she created from her institutional uniform despite every attempt to silence them hundreds of other psychiatric patients have managed
to get their stories out or to publish them on their own today in a vibrant network of peer advocacy groups all over the world those with
firsthand experience of emotional distress are working together to unravel the mysteries of madness and to help one another recover agnes s
jacket tells their story focusing especially on the hearing voices network hvn an international collaboration of professionals people with
lived experience and their families and friends who have been working to develop an alternative approach to coping with voices visions and
other extreme states that is empowering and useful and does not start from the assumption that such people have a chronic illness a vast
gulf exists between the way medicine explains psychiatric conditions and the experiences of those who suffer hornstein s work helps us to
bridge that gulf guiding us through the inner lives of those diagnosed with schizophrenia bipolar illness depression and paranoia and
emerging with nothing less than a new model for understanding one another and ourselves

Engagement and Alliances in Northeast Asia
2002

presents a powerful argument for the limitations of judicial action to support significant social reform now updated with new data and
analysis since its first publication in 1991 the hollow hope has spurred debate and challenged assumptions on both the left and the right
about the ability of courts to bring about durable political and social change what gerald n rosenberg argued then and what he confirms
today through new evidence in this edition is that it is nearly impossible to generate significant reforms through litigation american
courts are ineffective and relatively weak far from the uniquely powerful sources for change they are often portrayed to be this third
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edition includes new data and a substantially updated analysis of civil rights abortion rights and access women s rights and marriage
equality addressing changes in the political and social environment rosenberg draws lessons from the re segregation of public schools
victories in marriage equality and new obstacles to abortion access through these and other cases the third edition confirms the power of
the book s original explanatory framework and deepens our understanding of the limits of judicial action in support of social reform as
well as the conditions under which courts do produce change up to date thorough and thought provoking the hollow hope remains vital reading

Small States and Alliances
2001-07-17

this collection of essays on american history reflects recent scholarship contributors new to this edition include gary nash arthur
schlesinger richard p mccormick gerda lerner ellen c dubois vicki l ruiz nathan i huggins john lewis gaddis paul kennedy and kevin p
philips edited by gerald n grob and george athan billias

Globalization and Armed Conflict
2003-06-11

アメリカ南部の町 大理石の採掘会社と広大な土地を持つ名家の跡取り娘ダールは 大叔母が殺されるのを目撃する 恐怖心で沈黙を守るうち 初恋の人イーライの父親が容疑者とされ 警官に射殺されてしまう イーライは殺人犯の息子という汚名を着せられたまま 姿を消した 25年後 弁護士となった
ダールと 事業家として成功したイーライは 再びめぐり逢い 風と共に去りぬ を超える傑作と大評判のベストセラー

Traders and Raiders
2014

following the collapse of reconstruction in 1877 african americans organized a movement distinct from the white populist movement in the
south and parts of the midwest for economic and political reform black populism between 1886 and 1898 tens of thousands of black farmers
sharecroppers and agrarian workers created their own organizations and tactics primarily under black leadership as black populism grew as a
regional force it met fierce resistance from the southern democrats and constituent white planters and local merchants african americans
carried out a wide range of activities in this hostile environment they established farming exchanges and cooperatives raised money for
schools published newspapers lobbied for better agrarian legislation mounted boycotts against agricultural trusts and business monopolies
carried out strikes for better wages protested the convict lease system segregated coach boxes and lynching demanded black jurors in cases
involving black defendants promoted local political reforms and federal supervision of elections and ran independent and fusion campaigns
growing out of the networks established by black churches and fraternal organizations black populism found further expression in the
colored agricultural wheels the southern branch of the knights of labor the cooperative workers of america the farmers union and the
colored farmers alliance in the early 1890s african americans together with their white counterparts launched the people s party and ran
fusion campaigns with the republican party by the turn of the century black populism had been crushed by relentless attack hostile
propaganda and targeted assassinations of leaders and foot soldiers of the movement the movement s legacy remains though as the largest
independent black political movement until the rise of the modern civil rights movement
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The Post Magazine and Insurance Monitor
1932

doing business 2007 focuses on reforms identifies top reformers in business regulation and best practices in how to reform this volume is
the fourth in a series of annual reports investigating global regulations that enhance business activity and those that constrain it co
sponsored by the world bank and the international finance corporation the private sector arm of the world bank group this year s report
measures quantitative indicators on business regulations and their enforcement compared across 175 countries from afghanistan to zimbabwe
and over time doing business 2007 updates indicators developed in the three preceding reports the ten indicators are starting a business
dealing with licenses hiring and firing registering property getting credit protecting investors trading across borders paying taxes
enforcing contracts and closing a business the indicators are used to analyze economic and social outcomes such as informality corruption
unemployment and poverty this annually published report gives policymakers the ability to measure regulatory performance in comparison to
other countries learn from best practices globally and prioritize reforms this year s report covers 20 additional countries

Agnes's Jacket
2017-09-07

winner of the fr paul j foik award from the texas catholic historical society the term manifest destiny has traditionally been linked to u
s westward expansion in the nineteenth century the desire to spread republican government and racialist theories like anglo saxonism yet
few people realize the degree to which manifest destiny and american republicanism relied on a deeply anti catholic civil religious
discourse john c pinheiro traces the rise to prominence of this discourse beginning in the 1820s and culminating in the mexican american
war of 1846 1848 pinheiro begins with social reformer and protestant evangelist lyman beecher who was largely responsible for synthesizing
seemingly unrelated strands of religious patriotic expansionist and political sentiment into one universally understood argument about the
future of the united states when the overwhelmingly protestant united states went to war with catholic mexico this beecherite synthesis
provided americans with the most important means of defining their own identity understanding mexicans and interpreting the larger meaning
of the war anti catholic rhetoric constituted an integral piece of nearly every major argument for or against the war and was so
universally accepted that recruiters politicians diplomats journalists soldiers evangelical activists abolitionists and pacifists used it
it was also pinheiro shows the primary tool used by american soldiers to interpret mexico s culture all this activity in turn reshaped the
anti catholic movement preachers could now use caricatures of mexicans to illustrate roman catholic depravity and nativists could point to
mexico as a warning about what america would be like if dominated by catholics missionaries of republicanism provides a critical new
perspective on manifest destiny american republicanism anti catholicism and mexican american relations in the nineteenth century

The Hollow Hope
2023-05-05

many americans are unsatisfied with politics simultaneously we are hesitant to question the basic soundness of our constitutional system in
this refreshingly provocative book david orentlicher explains why it is due time for us to reconsider dominant ideas about the presidency
now arguably our most powerful political institution challenging the conventional wisdom that the best executive is necessarily a unitary
executive orentlicher makes a wonderful case for why two presidents are better than one sure to be of interest to political scientists
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legal scholars as well as informed citizens justifiably worried about the fate of american democracy this fascinating book dares to
challenge everything you thought you knew about one of our favorite political institutions william e scheuerman indiana university can
orentlicher be serious in calling for a plural executive the answer is yes and he presents thoughtful and challenging arguments responding
to likely criticisms any readers who are other than completely complacent about the current state of american politics will have to admire
orentlicher s distinctive audacity and to respond themselves to his well argued points sanford levinson author of framed america s 51
constitutions and the crisis of governance when talking heads and political pundits make their what s wrong with america lists two concerns
invariably rise to the top the growing presidential abuse of power and the toxic political atmosphere in washington in two presidents are
better than one david orentlicher shows how the imperial presidency and partisan conflict are largely the result of a deeper problem the
constitution s placement of a single president atop the executive branch accordingly writes orentlicher we can fix our broken political
system by replacing the one person one party presidency with a two person two party executive branch orentlicher contends that our founding
fathers did not anticipate the extent to which their checks and balances would fail to contain executive power and partisan discord they
also did not foresee how the imperial presidency would aggravate partisan conflict as the stakes in presidential elections have grown ever
higher since the new deal battles to capture the white house have greatly exacerbated partisan differences had the framers been able to
predict the future orentlicher argues they would have been far less enamored with the idea of a single leader at the head of the executive
branch and far more receptive to the alternative proposals for a plural executive that they rejected like their counterparts in europe they
might well have created an executive branch in which power is shared among multiple persons from multiple political parties analyzing the
histories of other countries with a plural executive branch and past examples of bipartisan cooperation within congress orentlicher shows
us why and how to implement a two person two party presidency ultimately two presidents are better than one demonstrates why we need
constitutional reform to rebalance power between the executive and legislative branches and contain partisan conflict in washington

Policy Options to Reduce Ireland's Greenhouse Gas Emissions
2009

severe and persistent mental illnesses are among the most pressing health and social problems in contemporary america recent estimates
suggest that more than three million people in the u s have disabling mental disorders the direct and indirect costs of their care exceed
180 billion dollars nationwide each year effective treatments and services exist but many such individuals do not have access to these
services because of limitations in mental health and social policies for nearly two centuries americans have grappled with the question of
how to serve individuals with severe disorders during the second half of the twentieth century mental health policy advocates reacted
against institutional care claiming that community care and treatment would improve the lives of people with mental disorders once the
exclusive province of state governments the federal government moved into this policy arena after world war ii policies ranged from those
focused on mental disorders to those that focused more broadly on health and social welfare in this book gerald n grob and howard h goldman
trace how an ever changing coalition of mental health experts patients rights activists and politicians envisioned this community based
system of psychiatric services the authors show how policies shifted emphasis from radical reform to incremental change many have benefited
from this shift but many are left without the care they require

D&B Million Dollar Directory
2010-06-15

this is the first book length study of the history of gerontology it shows how old age became a problem worth investigating and how a
mulitidisciplinary orientation took shape
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Interpretations of American History, 6th Ed, Vol.
2003-01

this volume represents one of the first efforts to harvest the rapidly emerging scholarship in the field of american rural history building
on the insights and methodologies that social historians have directed toward urban life the contributors explore

めぐり逢う時はふたたび
2010-10-14

there are so many books on so many aspects of the history of the united states offering such a wide variety of interpretations that
students teachers scholars and librarians often need help and advice on how to find what they want the reader s guide to american history
is designed to meet that need by adopting a new and constructive approach to the appreciation of this rich historiography each of the 600
entries on topics in political social and economic history describes and evaluates some 6 to 12 books on the topic providing guidance to
the reader on everything from broad surveys and interpretive works to specialized monographs the entries are devoted to events and
individuals as well as broader themes and are written by a team of well over 200 contributors all scholars of american history

In the Lion's Mouth
1988

teen world confidential offers parents and other caring adults tips and tools to inspire honest conversation about adolescent sexual health
information is presented in fast paced five minute reads that fit into your busy schedule killing time waiting in the car for your kids to
finish practice pick up teen world confidential open a random page and gain fresh insight about current issues affecting teens tweens and
families explore conversation starters and roadblocks that open the door to honest communication that will continue through the teen years
kim cook s work is a delightful blend of up to the minute information practical advice and personal experience using a straightforward yet
humorous approach she offers non judgmental medically accurate information to educate parents and other adults about sexual health topics
relevant to today s youth such as relationships identity responsible choices values sexually transmitted infections birth control bullying
grab a cup of coffee or a bottle of wine sit back relax and enjoy kim s unique approach to learning about adolescent sexual health

The Technical Corrections Act of 1987
1974

Ohio Roster of Municipal and Township Officers and Members of Boards of Education
2006-01-01
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The Dilemma of Federal Mental Health Policy
1995-08-25

The Biology of mental disorders.
1985
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2013-06-17

The Countryside in the Age of Capitalist Transformation
2009
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